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From the editors

The schoolyear started not long ago, but it feels like we’ve been 
at the school for ages. Don’t lose heart! Christmas is coming 
soon. In the meantime, enjoy the eighth issue of the school’s 
English magazine, which was written For You (or 4U!).

If you would also like to write an article for the magazine, you 
are the most welcome. Contact us in the school or via email.

Keep calm and read 4U!



3News 

of the English Department

The Annual English Quiz took place on April 26th, 
2017 in Room St. Elizabeth. More than 10 teams 
took part in the contest, which was about Arthur 
and the Knights of the Round Table. 

1st place: LADIES OF THE LAKE 
(Emma Balázs, Erzsébet Béres, Andrea Kovács, 
Boglárka Morva, Ágnes Nagy, Amarilla Nagy - 7 B 
(now 8 B)
2nd place: MORGANA 
(Liliána Heuschmidt, Bianka Demeter, Montika 
Matolcsi, Vivien Pilisi, Anna Müller, Anna Benkovics 
- 9nyD (now 9 D)

Congratulations!

Results of the Annual English Quiz
2016/2017

QUIZ 2017/2018

The English Department 
is happy to announce the 

topic of the Annual English 
Quiz:

The life 
and works 

of JANE 
AUSTEN

The contest will take place 
in April, 2018

Start reading books 
written by her and about 

her now

Grammar course by Ms Kertész
on Wednesdays in Room 318

Upcoming topics:
November 8th Present Perfect Simple and 

Continuous, Used to
Past Perfect Simple and 
Continuous
Future forms

November 15th

November 22nd

November 29th

If you feel you need some practice in these 
areas, do not hesitate, join the group.

You do not need to sign up, just go to the 
place at the given time.

LibraBooks - Exam Preparation
November: LanguageCert

Information, tips, trial tests, written and oral parts
Everything about the LanguageCert exam
at Libra Nyelvkönyvbolt (1085 Kölcsey u. 2)

for more info: www.nyelvkonyvbolt.hu



4 The Nobel Prize
Every scientist dreams about receiving the Nobel Prize. It is the most prestigious award a 
scientist or a writer can get. Where does it come from? Who decides it? What do the recipients 
actually get? These are just a few questions that might come to our mind when we hear about the 
announcements of this year’s awards.

Alfred Nobel is well known as the inventor of dynamite. He was born in 1833 
in Stockholm, Sweden. His father was an engineer and inventor. The family 
moved to Russia, so at the age of 17 he could speak Swedish, English, German, 
French and Russian. He was most interested in literature, chemistry and 
physics. Alfred travelled around Europe and became a chemical engineer. He 
started doing experiments with nitroglycerine in order to make an explosive 
that can be used in industry. He invented the dynamite in 1866, which soon became very popular 
in construction works. He established more than 90 factories in 20 different countries. Although 
dynamite was his best-known invention, he experimented with other things as well: by the time 
of his death he had 355 patents. As a result, he became very rich. He never got married and did 
not have any children. In 1888, a French newspaper thought he had died and wrote an obituary 
(The Merchant of Death is dead) saying “Dr. Alfred Nobel, who became rich by finding ways 
to kill more people faster than ever before, died yesterday”. Alfred Nobel was distressed that 
others would remember him like that, so he decided to improve his public image and give his 
fortune to a noble cause. In 1895, in the final version of his will, he ordered that the 94% of his 
wealth (about 186 million USD) be used to establish the five Nobel Prizes: in Physics, Chemistry, 
Medicine, Literature and Peace. After his death in 1896, the Noble Foundation was set up to 
manage the finances and set the guidelines. The first prizes were awarded in 1901.

The origins

Each recipient gets a gold medal, a diploma and some money 
(almost 1 million euros).
The annual Prize Award Ceremony takes place in Stockholm, Sweden 
on December 10th, the anniversary of Nobel’s death. The winners 
receive the award from the hands of the King of Sweden.
The Peace Prize, however, is always presented in Oslo, Norway. 

There are four different committees: the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences awards the Nobel 
Prize in Physics, Chemistry, and Economic Sciences; Nobel Assembly at Karolinska Institutet 
awards the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine; the Swedish Academy grants the Nobel Prize 
in Literature. The Nobel Peace Prize is awarded by the Norwegian Nobel Committee.

Who selects the winners?

The Prize

Glossary
award - díj, díjaz
explosive - robbanóanyag
establish - alapít, létrehoz
patent - szabadalom
obituary - gyászhír
donate - adományoz
average - átlag

You can read about other interesting facts 
if you visit 

www.nobelprize.org



5History and Facts

• Literature
• Chemistry
• Physics
• Medicine
• Peace
• +1: Economics

In 1968, Sveriges Riksbank (Swedish National Bank) donated a 
large sum of money to the Nobel Foundation to set up a prize in 
Economic Sciences in honour of Nobel. Although this prize has a 
different name, the Prize in Economic Sciences is presented at the 
Swedish Nobel Prize Award Ceremony, so it is usually identified 
with the other prizes.

Many people wondered why there is no prize for mathematics. A myth says that Nobel’s wife 
had an affair with a mathematician, so he hated them. Unfortunately, it is not true. He did not 
have a wife, and no such incident is recorded about his female companions. According to a better 
explanation, he chose practical fields, which can influence people’s lives directly (e.g. medicine, 
peace, literature, chemistry, physics). He thought mathematics was too theoretical. 

What about Mathematics?

If we look at the age of people who got a Nobel prize, we find that the average age is 59 years. 
Statistics show that economists are the oldest: 67 on average, and physicists are the youngest: 
55 years old on average. Nevertheless, the youngest person who has ever been awarded a Nobel 
prize was 17-year-old Malala Yousafzai, who got the Peace Prize in 2014.

Nobel Prize and Age

Hungarian Nobel Prize Winners
1905 Fülöp Lénárd    Physics
1914 Róbert Bárány    Medicine
1925 Richárd Zsigmondy Chemistry
1937 Albert Szent-Györgyi Medicine
1943 György Hevesy  Chemistry
1961 György Békésy  Medicine
1963 Jenő Wigner  Physics
1971 Dénes Gábor  Physics
1986 John Polányi  Chemistry
1994 György Oláh  Chemistry
1994 János Harsányi  Economics
2002 Imre Kertész  Literature
2004 Avram Hershko  Chemistry

The Fields

Which family has had the 
most Nobel Prizes?

Without doubt, the most successful 
family was the Curies.
Madame Curie had two Nobel Prizes: 
1903 Physics, 1911 Chemistry
Pierre Curie, her husband shared it with 
her in 1903 (Physics)
Their daughter, Irène Joliot-Curie, 
received the Chemistry Prize in 1935 
together with her husband Frédéric 
Joliot-Curie. The husband of Marie Curie’s 
second daughter, Henry Labouisse, 
was the director of UNICEF when it was 
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1965.

Can you name the following winners?

a b d ec

Send their names, the category and the year of the award to our email address!

Anita Máté
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Remembrance Day - November 11th

In Flanders Fields
BY JOHN MCCRAE

In Flanders fields the poppies blow
Between the crosses, row on row,
    That mark our place; and in the sky
    The larks, still bravely singing, fly
Scarce heard amid the guns below.

We are the Dead. Short days ago
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow,
    Loved and were loved, and now we lie,
        In Flanders fields.

Take up our quarrel with the foe:
To you from failing hands we throw
    The torch; be yours to hold it high.
    If ye break faith with us who die
We shall not sleep, though poppies grow
        In Flanders fields

Have you heard about Poppy Day? You might 
think it is a happy holiday, but actually it is a day 
when people in Britain remember the soldiers 
who have sacrificed their lives for their country. 
It is also called Remembrance Day. 

Every year, on 11th November, there is a 2 
minute silence at 11 o’clock. Traffic stops, people 
pause for 2 minutes in order to think of the 
brave soldiers who have died for their country. 
Ceremonies are held at local war memorials, 
poppy wreaths are laid by representatives 
of The Crown, government, local offices and 
organizations.

Where did this tradition come from? The First 
World War officially ended on November 11th, 
1918, when Germany signed the armistice, which 
became effective at 11 o’clock. A year later, King 
George V declared it as a memorial day and since 
then, the tradition has been kept. November 
11th is also called Armistice Day. 

The use of poppies as the emblem of 
Remembrance Day was started in the United 
States. During the First World War, a Canadian 
physician, John McCrae, who also fought in the 
war, wrote a poem   about the dead soldiers, and 
poppies that grow on their graves “In Flanders 
Fields”. Reading the poem a few years after the 
war, an American professor, Moina Michaels 
started to wear a poppy on Remembrance Day, 
and soon this tradition spread 
all over the world.

First, it was a memorial day 
of those who died during the 
“Great War”, but now we 
commemorate everyone who 
has died in conflicts since WWI, 
inluding not only WWII, but the 
Iraqi War and other conflicts as 
well.

The Cenotaph, a war memorial 
was set up in London in 1920

Glossary
poppy - pipacs
sacrifice- feláldoz
remembrance - emlékezés
armistice - fegyverszünet
wreath - koszorú
memorial day - emléknap
lest - nehogy

István Löffler, Boróka Elek, Katinka 
Esztergomi, Balázs Bodon  (9 E) 
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There’s a widow
In our house
You can hear her
When she cries.
 
Gently snoring
As she sleeps
With her husband
In her dreams.
 
Tippy-toppy
Watch her steps
Walking slowly
Is the best.
 
Always stops to
Catch a glimpse
Of the bad guys
Of the street
 
As a stalker,
She’s the best
Doesn’t need to
Have a rest
 
Watching people
All the time
Knows the secrets
Of their minds.

Wicked rumours
Have the truth:
She’s a witch
And there’s a proof:
 
Danny Michel
Killed her pet
Later he died
By a rat.
 
Sally David
Heard her cry
She became deaf
For a while.
 
Only tenants
Have protection,
Noone’s harmed
Who’s in the section.
 
What’s the lesson
For you guys?
Better stay far
From our house!

Villő Kocsis (10 A)

There’s a widow

If you would like to have your story or poem published, 
give it to your English teacher!

We will be happy to be the first to print your work!

The greatest Hungarian epic poet was born on the 2nd 
of March 1817. To celebrate the bicentennial anniversary 
of his birth, the Hungarian Academy of Sciences and his 
hometown declared 2017 „Arany Year”. The attention of 
all those who love literature will be focused in 2017 on 
Arany Janos and on the series of festive events.

Arany Memorial Year - 2017
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Sights

Chain Bridge:
Would you like a new profile picture? You have found 

the perfect background. The Chain Bridge was the first 
bridge in Budapest, it was built in 1849. It’s old and 

beautiful, guarded by the famous stone lions.

Buda Castle (Royal Palace):
The Royal Palace overlooking the Danube is a magnificient sight. 

What is more, it is the home of the National Gallery, the Historical 
Museum and the National Széchenyi Library. 

If you prefer something less serious, there are festivals from time 
to time, for example Wine, Beer or Crafts festivals.

The Parliament:
The Parliament is perhaps the most famous building in 

the city. It opened in 1904. You can take a tour and have 
a look at the Holy Crown too. 

Tickets for students cost 1300 HUF (1200 HUF from 01.11-
31.03). It is open every day from 8 am to 6 pm (4 pm in 

winter). 

Where would you take a foreign visitor in Budapest? What would you show him/her? Inspired by 
Solutions Elementary Unit 5E the students of class 10 B (Group 2) have collected some ideas:

Budapest Eye:
Don’t miss out Budapest Eye, which 
is on Erzsébet Square, next to Deák 

Ferenc Square (M1,M2,M3). It is a huge 
wheel. Although it is fairly expensive, 

the panorama is unforgettable. It 
stands in the middle of a park where 

there are often events for young 
people. It is open from 10 am to 11 pm. 
 Tickets: 1500 HUF for kids under 12 and 

2400 HUF for others.

Heroes’ Square:
If you want your visitor to learn about Hungarian history, take him to Heroes’ Square. The 

monument gives you an excellent opportunity to talk about our kings and politicians. After the 
lecture, take a walk in the City Park.
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Entertainment

Parks
Margaret Island:

Visit Margaret Island in the heart of Budapest! It is easy 
to get there, just take number 4/6 tram and get off at 

Margitsziget stop. There are beautiful parks with lots of 
trees, birds, historical ruins and a little zoo. Don’t forget 

to stop at the musical fountain. It plays every hour 
and the melodies include hits by Ed Sheeran, Shakira 
and Justin Timberlake. The island is a great place for 

recreation, walks with your dog or doing sports.

Budapest Zoo:
Are you interested in animals and nature? Then visit the 

zoo in the city. Walk with monkeys and kangaroos. Enjoy 
nature and don’t miss the seal show. Take pictures of 
flamingos, lions and wolves. There is a cafe where you 

can drink coffee or tea, or buy some souvenirs in the shop 
next to the entrance. It’s a great programme for families.

Invisible Exhibition:
It is an experience you will never forget! You will see how 
blind men see... Everything is dark, you have to find your 
way only by touch, sounds and scent. Don’t worry, you 

can rely on the guides, who are blind people. 
Tours start every 15 minutes. 

Tickets for students cost 1800 HUF on weekdays and 2100 
HUF at weekends.

If you enjoyed it, don’t hesitate to try out the Invisible 
dinner they offer. The Exhibition is located at the 

Millenáris (Hall B)

Laser Tag:
If you want some thrill with your friends, visit a laser tag facility. There are several places in the 
city (eg. in Duna Plaza, Újbuda Center, Reno Udvar) where you can play laser tag. Prices vary 
from 3500 HUF to 5000 HUF / 2 hours.

10 B (Group 2)
(Laura Ambrusz, Balázs Farkas, Zsanett Gáspár, Hanna Halász, Lili Ledényi, Máté Mérges, Márton Mód, 

Csongor Németh, Anna Sarkadi, Noémi Szász, Bálint Szőke, Barnabás Tóth, Kristóf Zálnoky)
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Dunkirk is a war film about the most 
famous evacuation during the Second 
World War.  The movie stars Fionn 
Whitehead, Tom Glynn-Carney, Jack 
Lowden, Harry Styles, Aneurin Barnard, 
James D’Arcy, Barry Keoghan, Kenneth 
Branagh, Cillian Murphy, Mark Rylance, 
and Tom Hardy.

The film was directed by Christopher 
Nolan, who was also the writer of the script. It shows the evacuation from three perspectives: 
land, sea and air. 

On the land
We meet Tommy, a young British private who is the sole survivor of an ambush by unseen 
German soldiers in Dunkirk, Gibson, who is burying a comrade, and Alex, who is another soldier 
in the middle of chaos. 

Dunkirk (2017)

Stephen King’s 1986 novel has made many 
people fear clowns. The book is about seven 
children: Bill, Ben, Richie, Stan, Mike, Eddie 
and Beverly. They battle a demented clown 
named Pennywise who lives in their town’s 
sewers.

The book has many movie versions but a 
new one came out in 2017. Contrary to the 
previous movies, this time the film is divided 
into two parts. The first, called „It: Chapter 
One” can be seen in the cinemas from this autumn. It is about the childhood struggles of the 
little teens, and the second movie will show the adulthood experiences and the real solution 
and conclusion.  

I will be honest.  The movie ‘It’ was really scary for me. Many moments were disgusting, 
horrifying and shocking. I can’t even believe I made through it, but actually I love this movie.  
Although many times I was scared, it was also enjoyable, exciting and a bit romantic. 

In case you want to watch it, don’t hesitate. You will love it, but if you have read the book, you 
will be disappointed because it is slightly different from the original story.
But you can give it a chance so do you want to float, too? Pennywise is waiting for you. 

It (2017)
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Glossary
demented - tébolyult
sole - egyetlen
private - közlegény

It is a heartbreaking, touching, romantic novel for 
girls who love and believe in romance, because 
the story is about Maddy, who is literally allergic 
to everything outside. She hasn’t left her house 
in seventeen years. The only people she has ever 
seen are her mother and her nurse, Carla. When 
a new family moves in next door, she begins a 
complicated romance that challenges everything 
she has ever known.  She looks out her window 
and she sees him. He’s tall, lean and wearing all 
black. Black T-shirt, jeans, sneakers and a black 
knit cap. His name is Olly. 

Love can do anything so they dare to risk. Does Maddy escape? And if she does, can she survive? 
Or isn’t she sick? 
I don’t want to be a spoiler, let me suffice to say that if you read this book, you won’t be 
disappointed. I started it and I could hardly put it down because it was so fantastic and interesting. 
A real page turner. What is more, the book contains a lot of vignettes, diary entries, texts, charts, 
lists and illustrations, too. Girls love them. 

“Maybe we can’t predict the future, but we can predict some things.
For example, I am certainly going to fall in love with Olly. It’s almost certainly going to be a 

disaster.”
Krisztina Bujdosó (9 E)

In the sea
Mr. Dawdon and his son, Peter set out to save soldiers in Dunkirk with Peter’s friend, George. 
At sea they rescue a shell-shocked officer from a wrecked ship. When he realises that Dawson is 
sailing for Dunkirk, he panics and demands them to turn back.

In the air
Three Spitfires, flown by Farrier, Collins and led by ‚Fortis Leader’, head towards France, knowing 
that their flying time is limited by their fuel. 

I found the film very exciting, because it is fast-moving, realistic and touching as well. Although at 
first it was unusual, I enjoyed all the 106 minutes. I recommend it to those who love war movies, 
gripping stories and are fond of Harry Styles.

Everything, Everything by Nicola Yoon

ambush - lesből támadás
comrade - bajtárs
lean - sovány
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(=for 24 servings)

Ingredients:
-200g bar of plain chocolate 
-250g butter
-4eggs
-few drops of vanilia extract
-300g caster sugar
-125g gluten-free plain flour
-28x180cm oblong baking dish with baking paper

Preparation
1. Set the oven to 190C or Gas Mark 5.
2. Melt the chocolate and butter. Lightly beat in the eggs and vanillia extract. Add the sugar and 
flour to the bowl and stir to combine all of the ingredients. Spoon the mixture into the baking 
dish and level the surface.
3. Bake in the centre of the oven 40-45 minutes, until just set to the touch in the centre. 
Remove from the oven and leave to cool in the baking dish for 5-10 minutes. 
4. Cut into 24 squares to serve

It’s my favourite, I think you should try it! I have made it twice. 

Katinka Esztergomi  (9 E)

Chocolate Brownies

Apple Crumble

Apple crumble is an all time classic 
of British cuisine. As far as we are 
concerned, it simply can’t be beaten.

You will need:
- 250 g white flour
- 200 g plain white sugar
- 120 g butter
- 1 clove / cinnamon stick
- 4 large apples
- 1 wooden spoon
- 1 pan with lid
- 1 bowl
- 1 shallow ovenproof serving dish
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Step 1: Peel the apples
Firstly, peel the apples and dice them roughtly into chunks.

Step 2: Cook the apple
Put the apple chunks into a pan, add three quarters of the sugar and the cinnamon stick, then  
cover.

Step 3: 
Stew gently for half an hour. Keep checking as they can easily burn at the beginning.

Step 4: Allow to cool
Put the apples into a dish and allow to cool.

Step 5: Make the crumble
Mix the white flour, remaining sugar and the butter with your fingers in a bowl until it looks 
like breadcrumbs

Step 6: Preheat the oven 
Set the temperature of the oven to 150 C

Step 7: Add the crumble topping (without pressing it down)

Set 8: Cook the apple crumble
Bake for 30 minutes or untils the crumbles turn golden 
brown and crunchy.

Step 9: Serve
Spoon a helping of apple crumble into a dish and serve with whipped cream or ice cream.

Zsófia Besze, Dalma Kállai (9 E)

Kitchen Cheat Sheet

If you want to use a British or American 
cookbook, you will soon realize that the 
measurements are not given in grams 
or litres but in pounds (lb) or cups.

The cheat sheet on the right might be 
useful.

(source: OneGoodThingByJillie.com)
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Football: England’s National Team

England is the home of football. No wonder that England’s National 
Team is the oldest, together with Scotland’s team. The first football 
game with two national teams took place on 30 November, 1872 in 
Partick, Scotland. England played against Scotland. There were about 
4000 spectators. The result was 0-0.

All four member states in the UK have a national team: Wales, Scotland, 
Nothern Ireland and England. 

The home matches are held in the Wembley Stadium. The original 
Wembley Stadium was built in 1923. More than 120,000 spectators 
could watch the games (and not only football matches, but greyhound 
races, rugby games and rock concerts as well). In 2002, the stadium was 
demolished and a new building was erected. The new Wembley Stadium 
is the largest stadium in England, and second largest in Europe. It was 
opened in 2007.

The National Team of England are one of those 8 teams who succeded 
to win a World Cup. It was in 1966, when the World Cup was held in 
England. They beat West Germany 4-2 in the final. 

Their best results in the European championships were in 1968 and1996, 
when they reached the semi-finals. 

Their biggest defeat in history was against our national team: Hungary 
won 7-1 in 1954. It was the return match after the other historical game: 
when Hungary defeated England at Wembley 6-3 on 23rd November, 
1953. (The second home defeat ever for England.)

What colours do they wear? Their home kit is white shirts, navy blue 
shorts and white or black socks. Their away colours are red shirts, white 
shorts and red socks. Sometimes they wear blue shirts with blue shorts 
and socks. 

The most famous players in England are David Beckham, Frank Lampard 
and Wayne Rooney.

Boróka Elek, Balázs Bodon (9 E) 

The logo of the 
Football Association 

of England (also called 
The Three Lions), 

which players wear on 
their shirts

David Beckham

Wayne Rooney

The Wembley
then and now
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Rowing
Rowing is very popular in England. Everybody knows about the 
famous rowing competitions between the two most prestigious 
universities: Oxford and Cambridge. The first competition was held 
in 1829. It had been the idea of two friends, one of them studied at 
Cambridge, the other at Oxford University. It was Oxford who won 
the first race.

The Boat Race, as it is simply called, is very popular in England. Thousands watch the race along 
the river, and millions follow it on TV. The course is 6.8 km long on the River Thames in West 
London.  Both teams are called Blues: Cambridge is in a light blue boat, Oxford in a dark blue 
one. There are eight boat men in the boat and one stroke, who gives the rhythm. 

So far Oxford has won 80 times, Cambridge 82 times. This year Oxford won the 150th competition 
for men, and Cambridge won the women’s race. There is no monetary award, the income from 
the sponsors go to charity: to the Cancer Research UK.  

Boat categories:
Single Scull,Double scull, Coxless Quadroupe Scull, Coxed Quadruple, Coxed Octuple Scull, 
Coxless Pair, Coxes Pair, Coxed Four. 

Boróka Elek (9 E)

The trophy
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Comparison

adjective comparative form superlative form

SHORT ADJECTIVES 
(ONE SYLLABLE)

short
cheap
young

shorter
cheaper
younger

(the) shortest
(the) cheapest
(the) youngest

ENDING IN ONE 
WOVEL + ONE 
CONSONANT

fat
slim
big

fatter
slimmer
bigger

(the) fattest
(the) slimmest
(the) biggest

ENDING IN –E late later (the) latest

ENDING IN -Y happy happier (the) happiest

LONG ADJECTIVES interesting
beautiful 
 

more interesting
more beautiful

(the) most interesting
(the) most beautiful

IRREGULAR good
bad
far
many, much
little

better
worse
further/farther
more
less

(the) best
(the) worst
(the) furthest/farthest
(the) most
(the) least

Structures used for comparison:
• (comparative form) + than          You’re older than me. He’s more patient than his son.
• as + (adjective) +as                     The castle is as old as the city.
• not as / so +  (adjective) + as        It isn’t so cold as yesterday.
• as much/many as  She has twice as many friends as me/I do.
• the same as           Ann’s salary is the same as mine.
• less (adjective) + than  I am less tidy than my brother.
• the (superlative)  Harry is the tallest in the family.
• the least (superlative)  She was the least talkative in the group.

Other structures using comparatives:
• the + (comparative).... the + (comparative) ...   [minél .... annál....]  
 It expresses that one thing depends on another thing.
         The younger you are, the easier it is to learn.
• get +(comparative) and (comparative)  

to talk about change: in order to express that a change continues to happen, we repeat 
the comparative adjective 
 It got heavier and heavier. She got more and more upset.

We use comparative structures to say that two or more things/people are different or similar 
in a way. Students of English learn about the rules of comparison at a quite early stage of their 
studies. It is not a difficult area of grammar, so many people tend to forget about the rules. 
They should not. In the speaking part of the final exam, students have to compare and contrast 
photos, so it is very important that they do not make silly mistakes with the comparative forms.
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Exercises
Complete the sentences using a comparative form.
1) This tea is very weak. I like it a bit _________________
2) Don’t worry. The situation isn’t so bad. I could be ____________
3) My job is a bit boring sometimes. I’d like to do something _________________
4) I need new exercise equipment because I want to get  _________________
5) My computer is really old. I’d like to have one that’s ____________________
6) You were a bit depressed yesterday but you look _____________________ today.
7) The weather is too cold in this country. I’d like to live somewhere ______________
8) You’re standing too near the camera. Can you move a bit __________________ away?
9) The hotel was surprisingly cheap. I expected it to be ______________________
10) You’re work isn’t very good. I’m sure you can do ________________________

Rewrite the sentences using the words in brackets.
1.  I’ not as good at maths as you. (than) 
You _____________________________________.
2. The course wasn’t as easy as I’d expected. (more)
The course ______________________________________ I’d expected.
3. Your watch was very expensive. My watch wasn’t.  (as) 
My watch __________________________ yours.
4. You do a lot of work. I do a lot of work too. (as)  
I __________________________________________ you.
5. You’ve got lots of qualifications. I haven’t. (not) 
I _______________________________________________________ you.
6. Sue’s chocolate cake was not as tasty as Pam’s. (than)
Pam’s chocolate cake _______________________________________.
7. Chris is the most polite student I’ve ever met. (than)
I’ve never met _____________________________________ Chris.
8. We were told that the show was not very entertaining but it was. (than) 
The show __________________________________ we had been told.
9. I’ve never had to wait this long for a bus before. (the)
This ______________________________________ I have ever had to wait for a bus.
10. I don’t think I have ever had such a bad haircut. (the)
This _______________________________________ haircut I have ever had.

Use the word(s) in brackets (in the correct form) to complete the sentences.
a) I like warm weather. The warmer the weather, _________________________________ (feel)
b)I didn’t really like him when we first met. 
But the more I got to know him, ______________________________________________ (like).
c) If you’re in business, you want to make a profit.
The more goods you sell, ___________________________________________________ (profit)

Find more exercises in books: 
e.g. Oxford Angol Nyelvtan, Longman Grammar Practice, How English works

or on the internet: e.g www.esl-lounge-com; www.englishgrammar.org 
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Reading: Newspapers, Magazines, Books

Useful phrases
Newspapers, magazines
 article - újságcikk
caption - képaláírás
circulation – példányszám
classified ads –apróhirdetés
column –rovat, oszlop
comic strip –képregény
copy - példány
correspondent - tudósító
daily paper - napilap
editor - szerkesztő
glossy magazine - színes magazin
headline - főcím
issue - folyóiratszám, példány
journalist - újságíró
letter to the editor - olvasói levél
weekly magazine - hetilap
monthly magazine - havilap
newsagent’s - újságos
online newspaper - internetes újság
quality paper - igényes lap
report - tudósítás
subscribe - előfizet
subscription - előfizetés
tabloid - bulvárlap

Books
appendix - függelék
author - szerző
autobiography - önéletrajz
bestseller - sikerkönyv
bibliography - irodalomjegyzék
biography - életrajz
bookworm - könyvmoly
chapter - fejezet
comic book - képregény
contents - tartalom
cookbook - szakácskönyv
detective story- krimi
fairy tale - tündérmese
fiction - kitalált történet, szépiroda-
lom
guidebook - útikönyv
hard cover - kemény borítójú
library - könyvtár
novel - regény
novelist - regényíró
paperback - puha kötésű
poem - vers
poet - költő
poetry - költészet
press - nyomda
publish - kiadni
publisher  kiadó
short story - novella
volume - kötet
writer - író

Describing books
It’s a page turner.
I couldn’t put it down.
It’s such a tear jerker.
It was an extremely thought-provoking book.
It was a very entertaining book.
The plot was unpredictable.
The plot was fast-moving.
The story was gripping.
The final chapter was incredibly moving.

“It’s called ‘reading’. It’s how people install 
new software into their brains.”
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A  Interview
• How often do you read newspapers or magazines?
• What do your family members read?
• What is the role of printed or online newspapers in society? 
• If you could publish a magazine, what would it be about?
• Which was the first book you have ever read?
• Who is your favourite author?
• Which is your favourite book?
• How can you make reading popular with kids?
• Have you ever been to a book signing or met an author?
• Do you have any ideas for a story for you to write?
• Do you read books based on recommendations?
• What are some of the books that were recommended to you?
• How often do you go to the library?
• How many books do you check out at a time?
• How do you choose the books you are going to read?

B  Situation - At a bookshop
You are looking for a book by Mark Twain (“The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn”). Ask the 
shop assistant for help. If they don’t have it, ask them to order it for you.

Prompts for teacher:
- Have you looked in the Fiction section?
- I’ll check it on the computer. Unfortunately we don’t have it in stock but I can order it for you.
- The paperback costs 12.99, the hard cover 19.99.
- Can I have your name and address?

C  Debate
Read the following statement. Give your opinion and argue for or against the proposition. 
React to the counter-arguments too.

“We do not need printed books in the age of the internet.”

D  Picture based discussion
These pictures show an ebook reader 
and printed books. Compare and 
contrast them including the following 
points:
• advantages
• disadvantages
• your preferences
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SUDOKU

7 2
1 4 8

9 8 6 1
8 4 5 6

2 9
1 7 6 2
8 9 7 4

2 7 5
9 2

8 9 4 1
8 6 2

5 7 1
1 9
9 5 7 6 4
4 5

5 4 2
5 1 6
2 3 9 8

Brigitta Jakkel (9 E)Crossword
1

2

3

4

5

6

8 7

9

1. The spirit of a dead person
2. An animal that sleeps upside down in a 
cave
3. An old story that might not be true
4. The darkest colour
5. A synonym of scary
6. The main character of the film „It”
7. Candies
8. Special clothes that people wear at a 
fancy dress party
9. A popular activity nowadays when 
people make fun of each other

The word in grey: _____________________

Dalma Kállai (9 E)
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M  J  A  H  H  Q  Q  Q  M  E  D  S  D  O  S

E  F  F  A  R  I  G  O  S  O  H  V  T  F  N

Z  E  I  T  B  A  N  O  L  A  L  I  N  A  A 

J  L  W  Y  I  K  O  P  R  E  B  U  A  L  K

H  O  R  S  E  G  H  K M B L V W C E 

C  T  W  Y  B  I  E  A  A  D  Y  A  S  O  M 

N  O  I  L  N  U  C  R  E  B  E  R  H  N  B

Y  S  T  U  O  R  T  E  A  B  K  B  D  W  O 

R  E  W  P  I  G  R  B  Y  A  R  E  U  F  S 

W  E  K  A  L  I  Z  A  R  D  U  Z  C  J  T 

P  A  G  N  L  U  F  R  D  L  T  W  K  D  R 

E  B  L  D  O  L  R  P  E  A  C  O  C  K  I 

E  F  U  R  A  D  O  A  G  O  A  T  K  P  C 

H  O  Q  L  U  B  L  W  E  L  T  R  U  T  H 

S  X  G  G  L  S  J  G  T  B  D  S  N  M  Q

Word Search - Animals
BADGER
BEAR
BULL
CAMEL
COW
DEER
DOLPHIN
DONKEY
DUCK
FALCON
FOX
GIRAFFE
GOAT
GOOSE
HORSE
LION
LIZARD
MONKEY
OSTRICH
OWL
PEACOCK
PIG
RABBIT
SHARK
SHEEP
SNAKE
SWALLOW
SWAN
TIGER
TROUT
TURKEY
TURTLE
WALRUS
WHALE
ZEBRA

1 2 3 4

5 6

7 8

9

10

11

12 13

14

ACROSS
1. Mice love it
5. A melody 
7. It is the colour of lemon
9. Whose coat is this? It’s __________
10. If you have a sore __________, you can’t sing
11. Emergency Room
12. You do this when something is funny
13. The opposite of come
14. A line of seats
DOWN
1. high quality glass
2. A type of fish
3. A part of the body where food gets from your 
mouth
4. the European Union
6. It is above your eyes
8. The ability to say clever and amusing things
9. Latin ‘I’

Alexandra Kovács (9 E) 

Crossword
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Can a kangaroo jump higher than a house? 
Of course, a house doesn’t jump at all.

My dog used to chase people on a bike a 
lot. It got so bad, finally I had to take his 
bike away.

Mother: „How was school today, Patrick?”
Patrick: „It was really great mum! Today 
we made explosives!”
Mother: „Ooh, they do very fancy stuff 
with you these days. And what will you do 
at school tomorrow?”
Patrick: „What school?”

A wife goes to consult a psychiatrist about 
her husband: “My husband is acting so 
weird. He drinks his morning coffee and 
then he goes and eats the mug! He only 
leaves the handle!”
Psychiatrist: “Yes, that is weird. The hand-
le is the best part.“

Harry prays to God: Dear Lord, please 
make me win the lottery. 
The next day Harry begs the Lord again: 
Please make it so I win the lottery, Lord! 
The next day, Harry again prays: Plea-
se, please, dear Lord, make me win the 
lottery! 
Suddenly he hears a voice from above: 
Harry, would you kindly go and buy a 
lottery ticket.

In a boomerang shop: „I’d like to buy a 
new boomerang please. Also, can you tell 
me how to throw the old one away?”

Patient: Doctor help me please, every time 
I drink a cup of coffee I get this intense 
stinging in my eye.
Doctor: I suggest you remove the spoon 
before drinking.

A police officer stops a car.
Officer: “Your driver’s license please.”
Driver: “I’m really sorry, I forgot.”
Officer: “At home?”
Driver: “No, to do it.”

Three guys are stranded in a desert. By a stroke 
of luck, they find a magic genie lamp.
The genie grants each of them one wish. 
The first guy wishes to be back home. Wish 
granted. 
The second guy wishes the same. Wish granted. 
The third guy says, „It feels very lonely here 
now, I wish my friends were with me…” Wish 
granted.

Why haven’t you ever seen any elephants 
hiding up trees? Because they’re really, really 
good at it.

A wife is like a hand grenade. Take off the ring 
and say good bye to your house.

Knock, knock.
Who’s there?
The love of your life.
Liar! Chocolate can’t speak!

My teacher asked me to characterize myself in 
five words.
“Quite lazy.”

compiled by Vilmos Fábri (9 E)

Road signs
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If you read the articles carefully, you can answer the following questions. 
Try it!
1. Which language exam can you learn about at LibraBooks in November?
2. Why did Alfred Nobel establish the Noble Prize?
3. Why isn’t there a Nobel Prize for Mathematics?
4. How many Hungarians have received a Nobel Prize?
5. When is Remembrance Day in Britain?
6. Why is it also called Poppy Day?
7. How much do you have to pay if you want to see the city from Budapst Eye?
8. Where can you take a visitor if he/she is interested in Hungarian history?
9. Can you have dinner at the Invisible Exhibition?
10. Who is the main villain of the film ‘It’?
11. Who directed the film ‘Dunkirk’?
12. Why can’t Maddy go outside in the novel ‘Everything, everything’?
13. Which ingredient is not necessary for Chocolate Brownies: sugar, flour, butter, yoghurt?
14. How much is 1 cup?
15. How many times has England won the World Cup?
16. Where do the English national team play their home matches??
17. Which was their biggest defeat in history?
18. When was the first boat race held between Oxford and Cambridge?
19. How long is the course for the race?
20. What is the difference between a tabloid and a quality paper?

Give your answers to your teacher or send them to 
our email address: 
4Uszmg@gmail.com

and win a prize!
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